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foreword
Dear reader,
Accompanying young people’s learning processes and raising awareness of the
impor tance of learning is a crucial competence that youth workers need these
days. It is essential when it comes to giving young people access to international
mobility schemes – which of course involves informing target groups about
them in the first place.
Between October 2015 and June 2017, the Dutch, Hungarian and German
National Agencies and Salto Training & Cooperation Resource Centre worked
together on a project called Time To Show Off! The main objectives were to
collect evidence and knowledge on how youth workers accompany young people’s
learning processes, to identify the competences they need as practitioners, and
explore how these competences can be stimulated by education and training.
Based on this foundation, the exper ts discussed the required competences and
proposed ways to achieve a systemic impact on youth worker education and
training.
Through their work, the Time To Show Off! par tners want to suppor t youth
workers in accompanying young people as they learn about life and work, navigate
their journey to adulthood, and become fully-fledged members of societies.
We hope you enjoy this research repor t by Paul Kloosterman (http://trainers.
salto-youth.net/PaulKloosterman/), which provides an overview of the outcomes
of the project and contains interviews and real-life descriptions of the relevant
actors – young people and youth workers.
Rita Bergstein
Project Coordinator
SALTO Training & Cooperation Resource Centre
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One The project
This research repor t is par t of the Time To Show Off! project, a cooperation
between the National Agencies of Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands and the
SALTO Training & Cooperation Resource Centre.
The aim of this long-term project is to bring about systemic change in the
education and training of youth workers. Given the specific knowledge and
experience the cooperation par tners have gathered in connection with
Erasmus+: Youth in Action, their specific focus is on international learning
mobility. A second, equally impor tant focus is to better equip youth workers to
identify and suppor t par ticipants’ personal learning processes and transform and
translate these outcomes into life skills, among them employability competences.
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The project comprised the following activities:
An exper t meeting of experienced youth workers and young
former Erasmus+: Youth in Action par ticipants took place
from 1 to 5 April 2016 in De Glind (NL). The aim was to get
an understanding and collect examples of quality suppor t for
learning processes in an international youth mobility concept
and to identify how learning outcomes can be translated into
life skills.
This meeting was followed by a training course based on the
outcomes of the exper t meeting for youth workers entitled
Time to show off! MIND-SETS of youth workers in suppor ting
learning through youth mobility, that took place from 30
October to 5 November 2016 in Budapest. The overall aim
of this training course was to reflect on the mind-set of youth
workers and exchange, discuss and challenge youth workers
about competencies they need for suppor ting young people’s
development through youth mobility and other schemes.
A seminar for exper ts and stakeholders took place from 23
to 26 April 2017 in Hilversum (NL) and involved a wider
debate with a variety of stakeholders from across Europe
about developing youth work education and training. Special
emphasis was given to facilitating learning processes and
providing learning suppor t for adolescents and young adults.
An accompanying qualitative research project took place
between August 2016 and March 2017.

The project
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Two The research
Research setup
The qualitative research project aimed to identify approaches and methodologies
that equip youth workers to identify and suppor t par ticipants’ learning processes
and transform their learning outcomes into life skills. The research was not
based on a defined approach or theory concerning learning facilitation; instead,
it sought to identify methods whereby learning can be facilitated through the
instrument of mobility. The research methodology was based on Grounded
Theory. Grounded Theory seeks to ‘ generate or discover a theory’ (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967). It does not work with existing theoretical frameworks but rather
uses a cer tain question as a point of depar ture.
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Research instruments
To capture the perspective and concerns of youth workers and young people,
interviews were conducted with both groups. 15 youth workers were interviewed
who had been involved in Erasmus+: Youth in Action projects, along with 14
young people who had been involved in a mobility project. The youth workers
were interviewed via Skype and the young people were interviewed by the
same youth workers who had been interviewed themselves.
The assumption was that young
people would feel safer and more
at ease if they were interviewed
by their youth worker rather
than someone they did not
know. Also, this approach made
it possible for the young people
to be interviewed in their native
language. Most interviews with
the youth workers were done in
English; two were conducted in
Dutch.
The interviews with the youth
workers lasted around one hour,
those with the young people
between 25 and 45 minutes.

The research
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All interviews were recorded and transcribed and then analysed by the
researcher.
The focus of the interviews was on ‘what makes a project successful in
terms of learning for young people?’ and explored different aspects of
this question. For both the youth workers as the young people the same
elements were addressed in the interviews:
• What do young people learn in mobility projects?
• What is the role of the youth worker when it comes to learning?
• What kind of situations, moments, activities and methods allow young
people to learn in a mobility project?
• What is the role of peers when it comes to learning in mobility projects?
• What is your approach towards learning in mobility projects? (only for
youth workers)

There were three rounds of interviews:
• Ten in September/October 2016,
• Ten in November/December2016 and
• Nine in February 2017.

After every round, the interviews were analysed and where necessary, the next
set of interviews refocused.
After the first round the questions relating to the role of the youth worker
were reworded to focus more on the relationship between young people and
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youth workers and the trust and responsibility given to young people by youth
workers. The question about youth workers’ approach towards learning was
given greater emphasis by adding more prompts to assist the interviewees in
answering it.
The youth workers were provided with an interview manual for doing their own
interviews.
The desktop research was conducted alongside the interview process and was
par tly informed by the outcomes of the interviews. Next to research-repor ts
the desk-top research went into project-repor ts, related ar ticles etcetera.

Facts and figures
Interviews were conducted with par ticipants from 13 countries: the Netherlands,
Poland, Hungary, Italy, Slovakia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Por tugal,
Romania, Germany, Belgium, Norway, Finland and Spain.
15 youth workers were interviewed, the youngest aged 31, the oldest aged 64.
Their average age was 41. 5. Two of the youth workers had previously been
involved in the European Voluntary Service, eight in youth exchanges and five
had experience of both. 14 young people were interviewed ranging in age from
16 to 28. Seven were university students, three were secondary school students,
two were unemployed and two had a job.
Four of the young people had been involved in European Voluntary Service
projects; ten had experience of a youth exchanges.

The research
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Different realities of youth work
Obviously the realities in youth work in Europe are very different, so it came as
no surprise that the realities of the projects here varied widely, too.
• Some youth organisations have full-time paid staff; some projects are staffed by
people who voluntarily spend much of their free time keeping the organisation
running. The former are often embedded in professional networks; the latter
often lack membership of local, regional or national networks but do have their
networks through the Erasmus+: Youth in Action programme.
• Some youth workers have had special training; others live in countries where
no youth work training is available.
The realities faced by young people are also sometimes very different:
• According to one youth worker, the main reason why young people par ticipate
in youth exchanges and/or volunteering actvities is to leave their own country
and explore life in a country with better living conditions.
• Another youth worker said that for him, one reason to invite young people
for projects taking them out of the country is that they can see that there is
another reality in Europe where life is not as comfor table as it is at home.
• The group of young interviewees included both the ‘successful student’ type as
well as ‘kids from problematic neighbourhoods’, amongst others, so it was very
diverse.
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What do young people learn in
mobility projects?
Personal development, described in many different ways, is surely considered to
be the primary outcome of youth exchanges and volunteering actvities. All the
interviewed youth workers placed much emphasis on this aspect.

“finding their own
talents”
“to come back to
yourself”

“a significant personal
growth”

“turning into brave
young people”

“they turn from
something closer to
kids to becoming adults”

“Coming out of their
shell”

“being able to show
themselves”
“believing in
themselves”

These are a few of the ways youth workers describe this process.
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Not all young people, but cer tainly over half mentioned personal development as an
impor tant outcome of their mobility project.

“I have learnt to be
more open”
“My parents are happy
that we can talk about
things much better
now”
“I can be more
vulnerable now”

“how to discover myself,
I have questioned myself
a lot”

“There are many things
to learn that have
to do more with your
personal development,
self-confidence”
“Things got me really on
a personal level.”
“It changed my whole
way of life”

The research outcomes
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While these statements may not imply very concrete and measurable outcomes,
they do express the enormous impact the projects often have on young people.
It must be said that both youth workers and young people found it difficult to
answer the questions about learning outcomes. It often took some prompting
before they were able to express themselves accurately.

“This is always difficult to narrow down into some kind of
sound-bytes, a continuous struggle. Even selling a youth
exchange to young people. What do they get out of it?”

The youth workers recognised that ‘learning about oneself ’ is a crucial first step
for young people: they recognise their skills and strengths, how they interact
within a group, how they relate to others, they recognise their own needs and
identify what motivates them. For many young people, the reflection on these
aspects is the first time they assess themselves in this way. Par tly as a result
of this growing self-awareness, the youth workers stated that young people
develop more confidence and more empathy, they become more open, they feel
empowered to act and to take responsibility, they can present themselves and
feel better able to deal with unknown situations.

“I feel more confident with
myself and more happy about
who I am”

“I’m now feeling completely
different”

The young interviewees also described this process of ‘learning about themselves’,
yet in slightly different terms.
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When asked to describe what skills they thought they had acquired, both
the youth workers and the young people mentioned language, organisation/
management, time management, presentation, team, communication, planning,
intercultural, and networking skills.

“I learn how to trust
others”
“I organise now my own
youth exchange and
will be a youth leader”

“I learnt how to
cooperate with other
people”

“I speak much more
about my ideas and
listen to other ideas”

“I discovered that I’m a
good leader”

“I learnt how to ‘think
in a project’, to make
something from your
heart into reality”

“I got better in
communication and in
team work”
“I never managed to talk
in front of other people
but now I did”

Besides these more personal learning outcomes are those that relate specifically
to a youth exchange or volunteering activity. Since these touch upon very
different subjects (human rights, music, refugees, persons with disabilities, etc.) it
is difficult to comment adequately on them. It is remarkable, however, that these
specific learning outcomes were not mentioned by most of the youth workers
as core outcomes, but rather as side-effects. The young people were more likely
to mention subject-specific learning outcomes.

The research outcomes
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The intercultural dimension of the projects was mentioned in all interviews.
For many young people it was the first time they had ever met someone from
a different country or even that they had travelled abroad. Most of the young
people described feeling uncomfor table at the beginning of the project when
meeting other par ticipants in the youth exchange, or when they were confronted
with another culture and the new environment of a volunteering activity.
All of them, however, were able to translate that into a positive experience.
Dealing with language barriers, working together in groups, having fun together,
developing friendships, being able to find their way around in a new country
were all challenges they overcame and hence mentioned them as something
that changed their perception. The young people used expressions such as ‘being
more open’, ‘understanding different cultures’ and so for th.

”It made me definitely more open
minded. I try to listen more and
understand why people say what
they say.”

”You have to find your own
places in a new city. Places you
feel at home. To build a social
life.”

When asked about the relevance of the learning outcomes to employability and
fur ther education, most of the youth workers and some of the young people
recognised a strong relevance.

”When you think about today’s jobs, good organisation skills
are always needed, and you need to know yourself and your
own competences”
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The youth workers mentioned a changing labour market where the types of
skills acquired in youth work settings are highly appreciated. They considered
the strong involvement of young people in the projects and the responsibilities
they are given as comparable to the skills that are demanded in many jobs. The
relevance is considered to be even greater in connection with volunteering
actvities, where the tasks done by the volunteer strongly resemble those that
have to be done in a paid job. Some volunteers stated that their voluntary
period abroad was a stepping stone towards their future career.

”For me this EVS project is a
great follow-up on my study”
”I changed my studies after
the project”

However, the youth workers underlined that what young people learn in the
mobility projects is cer tainly not limited to employability. Learning in youth
projects leads to richer relationships with friends, family, schoolmates and work
colleagues, the ability to organise their own lives, more active par ticipation, more
tolerance, and a greater capacity for dealing with ambiguity and change.

”It’s more holistic, what they learn they can use in all
facets of life”
”What they learn is not for a specific context, it’s life
skills’.”

The research outcomes
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Considerations
The learning outcomes mentioned in the interviews are not significantly
different from the outcomes mentioned in other studies, e.g., the RAY studies.
‘The most distinct development is repor ted for skills related to interpersonal, social and
intercultural competence as well as to communication in a foreign language; a significant
development is also repor ted for skills related to sense of entrepreneurship, civic competence,
cultural awareness and expression, and learning competence (learning to learn), as well
as for skills related to communication in the first language (mother tongue), mathematical
competence and sense of initiative.’
RAY - Learning in Youth in Action - Results from the surveys with project participants and project
leaders, in May 2012.

However, in the interviews in the Time To Show Off! project there is much
more emphasis on ‘personal growth’ and ‘self-awareness’. Youth workers, but
also young people underlined the relevance of this many times. This does not
contradict the outcomes of, e.g., the RAY study, which refers mainly to the EU
Key Competences for Lifelong Learning, but can be seen as a complementary
element of youth work: personal development, self-awareness and a capacity
for self-reflection. One could say that this is an impor tant core quality of youth
work. The same can be said about the result of this personal development: the
ability to deal more successfully with challenges, insecurity and change young
people will encounter in life.
Yet these core qualities of youth work seem to be difficult to communicate
in explicit terms. The youth workers stated that it is difficult to formulate the
learning outcomes. This is understandable, but also worrying. It makes it difficult
to communicate the relevance of youth work to young people as well as other
stakeholders; neither does it encourage a shared understanding of youth work
for youth workers and youth work organisations. A common language and
shared understanding is crucial for quality development.
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How and when do young people learn?
The young interviewees stated that being in a totally
new environment contributes to their learning.

“Not having expectations towards you
like when being at home and not having to
bother about the things that are always
there when you are home.”

This sentiment was expressed by many of the young
interviewees. They experienced the atmosphere/climate
in the group as safe, respectful and open. Some of them
considered this openness to be unexpected, unusual or even
strange, something they had not experienced before. This is
mentioned often by young people who par ticipated in youth
exchange but also by volunteers; they referred to this specifically in regard to
the working climate in the host organisations and/or their interaction with other
volunteers.

“It was unusual for me that
people were so open”

“It’s crazy but also beautiful
that within a day you make fun
with people you’ve never seen
before”

The research outcomes
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The atmosphere in the group was also influenced by the working methods
the interviewees had experienced, such as small group work and reflection
moments. Working together on a task, finding solutions together, discussing and
deciding how to do things and simply feeling as par t of a group were mentioned
as positive contributors.

“I learn better when I’m in a
closer circle and get more
opportunities to talk to them”

Many young interviewees mentioned reflection as a learning moment. They may
not have always used the word ‘reflection’; typical phrases included ‘looking back’,
‘sitting together and talking about the day’, ‘having to think together about how
things went’. In most of the youth exchanges, regular group reflection, both in
small groups and in the whole group, were par t of the programme. Diaries were
used as reflection tools in more than half of the projects. Only a few interviewees
who had par ticipated in youth exchanges considered the diaries to have been an
impor tant learning tool for them. The volunteers all considered the diary to have
been an essential tool for their learning and mentioned that the talks with their
mentors were helpful as an oppor tunity to reflect on their learning.

Challenges were quite often mentioned as a learning oppor tunity for the
interviewees. For instance, many of them said that activities during youth
exchanges that required them to solve complex problems were good sources
of learning. Volunteers mentioned situations that were challenging for them
because they had to deal with something new or had to do something they had
never done before.
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“Situations in which you have to create something which is
very difficult but then in the end you manage”

Most youth workers mentioned reflection as the crucial element for learning.
As mentioned above, in the projects that were discussed in the interviews,
reflection was always par t of the programme. The youth workers considered it
essential for learning. They also said that the process of reflection, especially in
groups, is a new experience for many young people. Expressing and sharing one’s
own experiences, feelings, opinions and doubts is not usually something young
people do in daily life. Experiencing this together with one’s peers was seen as a
crucial learning moment. But also to reflect individually, to take the time for that,
to look back at what one did and to value it, is an unfamiliar exercise for many
young people. Both the young people as well as the youth workers said that in
volunteering activities, the mentor talks are an important opportunity for reflection.

“Learning is there when they
start telling their stories”
“Reflection, I do it
every day. That’s when
they learn for sure”
“At a certain moment
when things go too
smooth you have to give
them bigger challenges”

“The most fruitful
volunteering period are
usually those ones that
are somehow hard”
“When the job is too
easy for the volunteer
we give them a more
challenging job”

The research outcomes
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Both groups of interviewees pointed out that challenges are what make young
people learn. Putting them in situations that are unusual, outside of their comfor t
zone, was often mentioned as a way to help young people learn. Some of the
youth workers said they had ‘raised the level of challenge during the project.’
Successfully overcoming a challenge and finding a solution is an empowering
learning moment. Equally, not succeeding and making mistakes were considered
to be oppor tunities for learning and reflection.

Safety was also mentioned as a crucial element for learning. Before taking on a
challenge, young people have to feel safe in the group. The atmosphere should
be one where young people feel free to par ticipate, express their feelings and
show vulnerability.

“Overall it’s important to have a good and safe group
atmosphere before young people can learn”
Some of the youth workers mentioned the degree of involvement as a factor
determining how much young people learn. The more young people take par t,
the more responsibilities they are given and the more they are able to take the
initiative, the more they learn, they said.

“It’s important that they take the responsibility.
When they have that you can challenge them within their
own reference.”
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Peer learning was recognised by most of the youth workers as contributing to
learning. Two interviewees doubted the value of peer learning in their projects,
stating that they didn’t see enough trust and safety in the group for them to
be able to suppor t each other. They explained that with the ‘national culture’ in
which one was not expected to show one’s vulnerability.

“People in my country only want to share their best, so they
don’t share problems and challenges with each other”

However, the other youth workers assigned a high value to peer learning, since
it involves using one another as an example or role model, correcting each other
but also sharing experiences and emotions. Cooperation in (small) groups was
seen as an impor tant source for learning.
Yet only few youth workers said they planned and encouraged deliberate peer
learning. Most of them just saw it happening automatically; it was not par t of
their approach or methodology.

“When it comes to cooperation, solving problems or anything
related to culture and diversity I think the learning comes
from their interaction with each other.”

The research outcomes
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Considerations
The new situations that young people find themselves in when they take part in a
youth exchange or volunteering activity appear to make them learn automatically.
They have to start communicating in another language, build relationships with new
people, deal with intercultural differences, being away from home, taking part in
activities they have never done before, not having the, on the one hand safe and
the other hand limiting, normal living environment… It is all about new situations
where you have to find ways to deal with. Especially the youth workers pointed
at all these experiences as impor tant learning moments. But also many young
people refer to being in new situations when asked how and when they learned.
This shows that volunteering projects and youth
exchanges offer many opportunities for informal
learning. Informal learning being a fairly unintended,
unplanned or unstructured experience that is not
immediately visible for learners themselves. By going
through all these experiences and having to deal with
unfamiliar situations, they learn a lot. They may not
recognise or refer to it as ‘learning’, yet it does have an
impact on their behaviour and attitudes. In other words,
a process whereby young people grow and develop.
The step to non-formal learning or education happens when the learning is
conscious, is planned and structured, suppor ted, reflected on and recognised by
the learner. In the projects interviewed there is a difference in terms of to what
extent this step is made (setting learning objectives, focus on learning, suppor t for
reflection, setting different levels of challenge). The assumption is that when youth
workers are more conscious about the learning dimension of their projects and
implement that it in their planning of the project, the learning outcomes increase.
But it would go too far to state here that there was a clear confirmation of that
assumption in the interviews with the young people.
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The impor tance of the atmosphere in the group was mentioned by both the
youth workers and the young people. In the exper t seminar at the beginning
of the Time to Show Off! project, par ticipants felt that the challenge of creating
a suppor tive learning atmosphere was seen as crucial and as something that
requires more investment in exploring how to build climates and environments
that invite par ticipants to learn. In this context, the balance between safety and
challenge probably plays a major role, too.

The research outcomes
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Approaches and methodologies
When asked about the approaches they followed in their work, only three youth
workers mentioned an approach that was customarily applied in their youth
work organisation. Most respondents found it hard to come up with an answer.
However, that doesn’t mean that they do not know why they do what they do.
In the interviews many of them expressed strong ideas and principles on which
they base their work with young people. After all, youth workers seem to be
driven by a strong passion to contribute to a ‘better world’. But it is generally not
something that is codified or based on an organisation’s mission or a formalised
personal approach or methodology.

“We don’t have something written down as our approach,
we follow our gut-feeling”
The youth workers used statements such as,
• I want to give them hope for a better future
• Our work is based on a strong community feeling where compassion is very
impor tant
• Respect and humour are impor tant
• I’m inspired by solution-oriented therapy
• I want to empower young people to create a future community
• Respect and acceptance are par t of the culture of our organisation

“We work a lot on our intuition”
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Most youth workers expressed a strong belief in the capacity of young people
to take responsibility, to find their own solutions and to direct their own learning.
This was mainly expressed when they talked about their own role as someone
who does not want to give answers or be at the centre of the activities – to be
there to ‘teach’ – but instead wants to step back as much as possible to create
space for young people to ‘do their own thing’ (see also ‘The role of the youth
worker’).

Considerations
Although youth workers have strong ideas about why they do what they do,
they often lack a ‘solid story’. In most cases, there is no conceptual framework
or coherent policy/strategy in NGOs concerning objectives, principles and
approaches. Having such a conceptual framework, including visions, objectives
and methodologies, that describes why and how they should work with young
people would help youth workers and youth organisations alike to communicate
the relevance of their work more effectively to others. It would probably also
help to evaluate and develop the quality of their work.

This is not (only) a responsibility for the individual youth worker, but also
something that needs to be tackled at the organisational level or even
youth work community level. Here the question comes up to which extent
youth worker training should include conceptual frameworks, approaches
and methodologies.

The research outcomes
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The role of the youth worker
Stepping back
There seems to be a consensus amongst the youth workers about the impor tance
of giving as much responsibility as possible to the young people and letting them
find their own answers and solutions. That said, the amount of responsibility
given to young people varied. Some youth workers said they gave more or
less clear guidance (programme, rules) on how much responsibility the young
people should take. Others said they left almost everything to the young people
and were only there to provide suppor t when asked or when things ‘got out of
hand’. But for all interviewed youth workers, the motives were mostly the same:
handing over as much responsibility for the project as possible to the young
people and as a youth worker, not remaining at the centre of attention or being
the source of all the answers and solutions. In many cases, the interviewed youth
workers referred to other youth exchanges where youth workers are the centre
of the process, acting as animators or ‘clowns’.

“We don’t hold their hands”

“What I remember
most is the space and
autonomy we had.”

“I’m only really involved
in critical situations’”
“Stepping back, to create
space, to leave space ”
“We let them as much as
possible do the things in
their way and their rhythm”
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But still taking care
More in volunteering activities than in youth exchanges the youth workers
express the impor tance of taking care. This has much to do with the target group
the youth workers have in their projects. Those who work with more vulnerable
groups mentioned this aspect more often. Par tly, the taking care goes into the
preparation of the young people before they join their projects. Some youth
workers underlined that it is crucial to prepare young people for the challenges
they will come across.
During the project the challenge lies rather in finding a balance between stepping
back, handing over responsibility and the need of some young par ticipants to have
an adult listen to them. In some projects, predominantly volunteering actvities, the
suppor t in question is provided in ‘formalised’ settings such as mentor talks and
one-on-one coaching sessions. Some of the youth workers saw it as their role to
constantly keep an eye on how the young people are doing and feeling.

The research outcomes
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“The youth worker basically being the
one who prepares the playing field”
“To take care,
sometimes young people
need that ”

“I check all the time
how they are feeling”

“It’s important for
them to know there’s
someone who cares
for you, an adult who
connects to you ”

“I feel it as an
obligation to explain
everything that they
can face to make them
more ready ”

“We are not therapists
but sometimes we get
close to that”

“We make clear from
the beginning that it’s
not a therapy”

Providing suppor t has also its limits. Some of the youth workers described how
hard it is not to cross the line into therapy. They were aware that they are not
therapists and should not cross that line, but said it was difficult to define the
moment where suppor t ends and therapy star ts. Sometimes young people tell
very personal stories because of the trust they have in their youth worker.
Some of these stories are due to a problematic personal history, the resolution
of which goes beyond the competences of a youth worker. In such cases it is
impor tant to recognise when professional help should be brought in.
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Understanding learning
When it comes to learning, the youth workers explained that they have to discuss
the understanding/definition of the term ‘learning’ with the young people. Some
of them said they avoided using the term altogether, especially before and at the
beginning of a project. They explained that it reminds young people of school
and the way they experience learning there, which for many of them has negative
connotations. Others deliberately use the term ‘learning’ from the beginning to
make it clear that the project is about learning. For many young people, the
combination of ‘having fun’ and ‘learning’ is confusing. They have to experience
non-formal learning before they can really understand the connection.

“Participants find it confusing that they can learn while
having fun. It doesn’t really go together for them.”

Questions
Giving young people
meaningful and relevant
questions to reflect on is
seen as crucial to helping
them learn. Many of the
youth workers pointed
out that formulating
good questions is an
impor tant skill and not
that easy.

“If you don’t stop for a while to give
good questions across and to encourage
participants to ask their own questions the
learning might get lost in fun
and play”
“We need to put questions and ask them
with special techniques to uncover
their abilities ”
“If you ask: ‘’How was your day?’’, the answer
might be ‘’it was nice’’. It’s about what
questions you ask and the methods you use
to get actually some more out of it. It’s the
hardest part of youth work”

The research outcomes
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Preparation and follow-up
There is a significant difference between the projects when it comes to
preparation and follow-up. Some of the youth workers stated they focused
mainly on the project as such, with preparation limited to recruiting and giving
basic information. For them, follow-up was not a major par t of their work.
Others considered the preparation and follow-up phase as essential par ts of the
project. This is par tly due to the target group they work with and par tly to being
a professional youth worker in an organisation that works with young people on
a daily basis.

Young people about youth
workers
Young people especially appreciated the closeness
between them and the youth workers. They
generally found it easy to approach them and ask
them for suppor t. Typical statements were ‘we are
equals’, ‘they are like family members’, ‘they are not
a lot older than us’. Many stated that they saw the
youth workers as being available when they had
questions or they were in trouble. Quite a few young
interviewees mentioned that they appreciated the
freedom that their youth workers gave them. A few
saw the youth workers as people who helped them
think, who showed them other realities and helped
them learn.
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Considerations
At the exper t seminar in April 2016 in the Netherlands, the matter of finding
the right balance between ‘stepping back’ and ‘providing suppor t’ was seen as
a challenge. There is no single answer to that, but it is clear that the youth
workers’ attitudes to this vary widely, although they apparently have the same
intention, namely to give as much responsibility as possible to young people. In
the ‘Competence Model for Youth Workers to Work Internationally’, the section
headed ‘Facilitating individual and group learning’ reads: ‘Readiness to trust young
peoples’ capacity to direct their own learning’. To apply this trust in practice is
challenging but at the same time crucial when it comes to giving young people
responsibility.
In the same competence model, the section called ‘Facilitating individual and
group learning in an enriching environment’ refers to one of the skills as ‘Skill of
initiating & suppor ting self-reflection on learning’. Although it is one of eight skills
in total, from the interviews it seems that this par ticular skill should be written
in capital letters. Almost all of the youth workers but also many of the young
people mentioned ‘reflection’ as the moment where learning takes place. At the
same time, it is a big challenge to find ways to effectively facilitate good reflection.
Coming up with questions that suppor t the reflection process seems to be one
of the central topics here: questions that help young people to express what
they feel they have learned, that suppor t young people in following up on what
they have learned and that enable them to transfer the learning outcomes into
competences.
It is not difficult to argue that the quality of a project benefits from a preparation
and follow-up phase. Making this clear to youth organisations makes sense,
although at the same time the realities that govern cer tain projects should be
taken into account.
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Educational background of youth workers
Five of the 15 youth workers followed education to be a youth worker, five were
qualified in an education-related field (psychology, teacher, sociology) and five
had a completely different professional background. Thir teen had completed at
least one training course within the framework of (Erasmus+) Youth in Action.
It is remarkable that all of them mentioned their own experiences in taking
par t in youth work as well as their personal life experience when talking about
what led them to become the youth workers they are now. Many of them
mention ‘learning in practice’ as an effective way to develop relevant youth
worker competences. Contact with young people, identifying their role as youth
workers and working together with others are seen as the elements that make
them the youth workers they are.

“I have learnt most by doing exchanges and
by the help of good colleagues”
“The moments with young
people were the most
important, when you
get feedback from them
then you get a kind of
confirmation“
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“I think that youth
workers have to go
through the same
process as youngsters;
they have to experience
first themselves”

Formal studies contribute. The interviewees mentioned that through their
formal training they obtained a better insight in how young people develop,
and that it made them aware of the ‘bigger picture’ of what happens in their
daily youth work.
Their own experience of being a par ticipant in a European activity, as well
as taking par t in projects and in training courses themselves, was seen as
inspirational and helpful. Going through this kind of process personally makes
one much more aware of the potential of these mobility projects. Training
courses give par ticipants tools that they can use in their own work and an
understanding of what non-formal education is really about.

“I got a big portion of inspiration from a couple of training
courses I attended where I started to learn about nonformal education and feeling the effect on my own skin”

Considerations
The RAY study also recognises the value of the experience that project leaders
have within the Erasmus+: Youth in Action: ‘Project leaders also report that
through their involvement in Erasmus+: Youth in Action projects they developed
youth work competences, in particular with respect to non-formal education and
international projects’. It certainly should be recognised as an important source
of learning. At the same time, the lack of coherent approaches or methodologies
mentioned above is linked to this kind of learning in projects, meaning that often
the experience is relatively short. A five-day training course can offer a lot of
inspiration and ideas, but it does not necessarily lead to a conceptual framework
and coherent approach.
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Recommendations
Where possible, these recommendations
are linked to the ‘Competence Model for
Youth Workers to Work Internationally’ so
as to embed them into an existing model.
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A

Youth workers and youth organisations should be suppor ted (awareness
raising/training) in formulating a conceptual framework and coherent
policy/strategy including visions, objectives and methodologies that
describe why and how they work with young people and how they can
recognise that learning takes place.This would help them to communicate
the relevance of their work more clearly to others (including young
people), to manage their daily work and to evaluate the outcomes
of their work. In the Competence Model this is par tly referred to in
connection with the competence Designing Programmes, where we
find the following passage: ‘Knowledge of different educational methods
& concepts; knowing how to tailor and apply these to respective needs’
and ‘Skill of taking the socio-political & economic context of the young
people into account & from this deriving an appropriate educational
approach.’
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B

38

Related to the first recommendation, youth workers need to be assisted
in communicating the potential (learning) outcomes more clearly both
to young people and to other stakeholders (policymakers, employers,
formal education providers, parents etc.). In the Competence Model,
in the section called Networking and advocating we read ‘Ability to
transform/communicate & share the learning potential of international
mobility experiences’ and ‘Promote and explain the learning potential
of international mobility experiences.’ Besides training courses that
suppor t youth workers to communicate the outcomes better, a
European-level publication on the same theme could be considered.
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C

Youth workers would benefit from suppor t to fur ther develop their
practice when it comes to the facilitation of learning, especially in regard
to facilitating young people’s reflection on their learning experiences.
Special training on drawing up reflective questions and various reflection
methods would contribute to the quality of learning in mobility projects.
In the Competence Model under Facilitating individual and group
learning, on this we read ‘Skill of initiating & suppor ting self-reflection
on learning.’
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D
E

40

In order to fur ther develop learning to learn/self-directed learning in
the programme, emphasis should be given to training or exchange
about the role of the youth worker when it comes to handing over
and/or sharing responsibilities with young people. In the Competence
Model under Facilitating individual and group learning, this is referred
to as ‘Readiness to trust young peoples’ capacity to direct their
own learning.’

More attention to the benefits of a proper preparation and followup phase of projects and methods, and tools to facilitae this would
improve the quality of mobility projects.
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g

Attention and suppor t for creating suppor tive learning environments
(this recommendation is not an outcome of the interviews but of the
exper t seminar in the Netherlands in April 2016).

Taking into account the value that is attached to youth workers’ ‘personal
experience’ of international projects and the list of recommendations
above, a long-term training course for youth workers (as the Training
of Trainers) could be an oppor tunity to raise the quality of youth
mobility projects.
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H

This final recommendation is maybe more a reflection. The concept
of learning in youth work is definitely not one that is shared across
the youth work community in Europe, although one could say it is
shared widely across the Erasmus+: Youth in Action programme.
The interviewed youth workers mention Erasmus+: Youth in Action
publications and training courses as their main inspiration for including
the topic of learning in their approach to youth work. It would be
interesting to find out to what extent the topic of ‘learning in youth
work’ is par t of the national training curricula for youth workers.
Cooperation between different providers of youth work studies and
youth worker training could help to fur ther develop the concept of
learning in youth work.

Paul Kloosterman
May 2017
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